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Excecutive Summary 

To shift the stereotypical and harmful narratives about Africa, ANF continues to leverage 
data to understand the narrative ecosystem on different online platforms. In this report, we 
look at the conversations about Africa on twitter in the first 10 days of July 2021. 

Methodology 

Tweets mentioning “Africa” and/or any of the 54 Africa countries have been collected and 
analysed. The data is collected about 3 days after the tweet has been posted so as to 
capture close to all reactions (likes, replies and re-tweets) on any given tweet. 

Hashtags Per Country 

To have an overview of what trended across the continent, we have looked at the hashtags 
that were tagged with African countries. A hashtag that has been most tagged with a 
country is mapped to that country as shown in the map graphic below. 



 

Popular Hashtags 

The table below is of the top 10 popular hashtags. Popularity has been determined by the 
product of the number of countries a hashtag is tagged with and the number of accounts 
that tweeted that hashtag.The hashtags have then been ordered by the number of a 
countries a hashtag is tagged. We see #Covid19 is the most popular hashtag that has been 
tagged with 45 African countries.#NowPlaying comes in second place, and is related to the 
fifth popular hashtag, #PermissiontoDance that both are about music. The 3rd and 4th 
popular hashtags - #EURO2020 and #Tokyo2020 - are about sports. The just concluded 
EURO soccer tournament and the Olympics currently taking place in Tokyo. The 6th and 
7th Hasthags (#ZumaArrest and #KZNshutdown) both originate from South Africa and are 
talking about the politics of the country following the imprisonment of the former 
president Zuma. #GERD and #TigrayGenocide happen to be related as well as #GERD talks 
about the AU-led negotiations to address the humanitarian crisis in the Tigray region. 



 

Most Liked Tweets about Africa 

The table below is of the top 5 most liked tweets about Africa. The most liked tweet is an 
appreciation tweet by the English Premier League Soccer Team, Chelsea FC, to their African 
player, Edouard Mendy that won the “Best African International” award held in Ghana. 

 



Most retweeted Tweets about Africa 

The table below shows the top 5 most retweeted tweets about Africa. The most retweeted 
tweet is by Reuters about kidnapping in Nigeria. 

 

Commonly used words 

 

Looking at the top 50 most used words as shown in the word cloud below, we see that the 
word “Tigray” appeared the most times, implying most conversations were about the 
situation in Ethiopia. This is reaffirmed by other commonly used words like 
“respectethiopiansoveignity” and “gerdis4developement”-a peace agreement that signed to 
resolve the situation. Seeing “President” and “government” appearing in the commonly 
used words, this can only mean the discussion about politics was also prominent. 
Interesting to see are accounts by the US Secretary of State (secblinken) and the U.S. 
Senator from Delaware (chriscoons) that were tagged in conversations about the Tigray 
situation mostly calling for help. 



 


